
Teaching Strategies GOLD® Online

A Teacher’s Quick-Start Guide 
Section 4: Checkpoints
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Checkpoint Process

TIP: How do you approach your checkpoint decisions? Do you prefer to evaluate all data for  
one child at a time, or do you prefer to think about an entire area, like Cognitive, for the whole class? 
Teaching Strategies GOLD® is designed to support whichever way you like to work.

The CHECKPOINT tab gives you access to the tools you need to enter your assessment decisions  
at the end of each checkpoint period. This is where you will enter your final decisions about levels,  
as distinguished from the preliminary levels you selected in the DOCUMENTATION tab. You can 
choose to enter levels by area, by objective, or by child. All three options take you to the same 
progression screen (see below and page 33), where you to enter and finalize levels.

View by Area (page 30) View by Objective (page 31) View by Child (page 32)

Checkpoint Progressions (see also page 33)
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Checkpoint Process
View by Area

TIP: English language acquisition objectives and Spanish language and literacy objectives appear 
only if you have identified children to be assessed on them.

Check the status  
of your assessment 
data by area.

Click any box to 
enter levels.

Colors indicate 
the status of 
your decisions.

Click Change View  
to switch the 
checkpoint period.
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Checkpoint Process

You can view checkpoint data for all dimensions of a particular objective by using the Checkpoint 
by Objective option.

View by Objective

Click here to open 
the area to show 
related objectives 
and dimensions.

Click Change View 
to switch to another 
objective without 
returning to the 
Checkpoint by 
Objective screen.

See the level you have 
entered for each child, 
for each dimension.
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Checkpoint Process

To see all checkpoint data you have entered for an individual child, use the By Child option.

Tip: Did you enter data into the wrong checkpoint period? Any data that has not been finalized can 
be moved to another checkpoint period or deleted. Click Unfinalize This Checkpoint if entries were 
finalized but you need to make changes. (The Unfinalize option only appears if entries were finalized.)

View by Child

Click here to 
view data for 
another child 
or checkpoint 
period.

Click here for a 
shortcut to edit 
the class/grade 
for this child.

See the assessment 
level.

View 
documentation.

Click here to 
expand the area to 
see details about 
objectives and 
dimensions.
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Checkpoint Progression Screen

When you are finished, click the Next Dimension button to go to the next dimension. 
Alternatively, you can click the Save and Close button to save your entry and return to 
your initial checkpoint screen.

Whether you view the Checkpoint by Area, by Objective, or by Child, you are led to the progression 
screen. This is where you will make your assessment decisions for each objective or dimension for each 
child. Remember, the colored bands on each progression show age or class/grade ranges for widely 
held developmental and learning expectations.

TIP: If you don’t see documentation that you entered, be sure to verify that you are in the correct 
checkpoint period.

Click to show 
examples  
of indicators.

Click here 
to hide the 
colored 
bands.

Click icon to view 
documentation.

Click here to 
enter the final 
checkpoint 
developmental 
level.
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Checkpoint Screens 
Optional Physical Dimensions

When entering data for Physical Objectives 4, 5, and 6, you can use the optional gross-motor dimensions to have the 
system assist you. These optional dimensions provide more details about the large-muscle physical objectives.

For some programs, these are not optional and are included as part of the Physical objectives/dimensions.

TIP: Note that the system does not enter the recommended checkpoint 
level for you. Once you close this box, you will need to enter the 
appropriate level for each objective.

Click Fill out 
optional Dimensions 
to Suggest Level to 
enter ratings for each 
physical dimension.

Click here to select a 
level for each optional 
dimension and have the 
system recommend a 
level for the objective.

Click Submit to view the 
recommendation based 
on your responses.
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Click Content to see 
Math, Literacy, and the 
other content areas.

Checkpoint Screens 
Science and Technology, Social Studies, and the Arts

Objectives for science and technology, social studies, and the arts appear in a checklist format. 
Teaching Strategies GOLD® does not define progressions in these areas. If you are going to 
rate children’s knowledge, skills, and behaviors in these areas, base your decisions on the 
expectations identified by your program. 

Use check boxes 
to rate (or score) 
children’s skills, 
knowledge, and 
behavior.

Click here to view 
documentation 
associated with 
these objectives.

Scroll down  
to see all of the 
objectives.
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Finalizing/Unfinalizing Checkpoint Data

By Area

By Objective

By Child

Teaching Strategies GOLD® has two types of status for your checkpoint entries: unfinalized and 
finalized. Your assessment decisions are considered “unfinalized” until you choose “finalize.” 
Finalizing the entries signals to your administrator that you are not making any further changes to 
your decisions. 

TIP: In Teaching Strategies GOLD®, the terms “unfinalized” and “finalized” refer to the checkpoint 
process. The term “Preliminary Level” refers to individual pieces of documentation. The preliminary 
level you select for one piece of documentation relates to your assessment of a particular child, 
but Teaching Strategies GOLD® will not preselect a checkpoint level for you. To finalize an area, you 
must select a level for every objective/dimension.

Click the box to finalize, 
and select Finalize in the 
pop-up screen.

To make a change, click the 
box and select Unfinalize 
in the pop-up screen. Then 
edit and finalize when 
finished. Click Finalize to 
finalize all entries in all 
areas for one child.

When levels have been entered for every child, 
click Finalize This Checkpoint.

To make a change, click Unfinalize This 
Checkpoint. Edit and then finalize when finished.

Click here and select Finalize This 
Checkpoint.

To make a change, click and select 
Unfinalize This Checkpoint. Edit  
and then finalize when finished.
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Assessment Status Report
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This report enables you to see whether you have entered levels and finalized checkpoints by area. 
It enables you to determine where you are missing data. 

Select whether or not 
to include only finalized 
checkpoints for all 
children and areas

Select PDF to print 
the report.

100% means you have identified 
levels that correspond with your 
“Checkpoints” choice for all 
objectives/dimensions in that area.

0% means you have not identified 
levels that correspond with your 
“Checkpoints” choice for any 
objectives/dimensions in that area. 

The meaning of the percentages depends upon whether you are 
including both unfinalized and finalized levels in the report. 


